Spasticity is commonly observed after chronic spinal cord injury (SCI) and many other central nervous system 20 disorders (e.g., multiple sclerosis, stroke). SCI-induced spasticity has been associated with motoneuron 21 hyperexcitability partly due to enhanced activation of intrinsic persistent inward currents (PICs). Disrupted 22 spinal inhibitory mechanisms have also been implicated. Altered inhibition can result from complex changes in 23 the strength, kinetics and reversal potential (E Cl -) of γ-aminobutyric acid A (GABA A ) and glycine receptor 24 currents. Development of optimal therapeutic strategies requires an understanding of the impact of these 25 interacting factors on motoneuron excitability. We employed computational methods to study the effects of 26 conductance, kinetics, and E Cl -of a dendritic inhibition on PIC activation and motoneuron discharge. A two-27 compartment motoneuron with enhanced PICs characteristic of SCI and receiving recurrent inhibition from 28
INTRODUCTION
investigation of the regulation of plateau development and termination by dendritic inhibition unlike a previous 85
The excitatory cholinergic input from αMN to recurrent Renshaw cell (RC) was modeled with a 10-90% rise time 156 of 1 ms and a decay time constant of 5 ms as noted in neonatal rat spinal cord recordings (Dourado and Sargent 157 2002) . The magnitude of the maximal conductance was chosen to yield amplitudes of excitatory post-synaptic 158 current in the order of 0.1-0.3 nA (Dourado and Sargent 2002) . 159
The firing behavior of the Renshaw cell model shows a linear steady-state f-I relationship (Ross et al. 1976 ) 160 obtained using a simpler single compartment model with action potential generating currents (I Na and I Kdr ) 161 along with a leak potassium current (I Leak ). 162
Protocols and simulations. The voltage and frequency responses of the αMN were studied during somatic 163 current injection (I SOMA ) similar to intracellular current injection experiments (Bennett et al. 2001; Hounsgaard et 164 al. 1988; Turkin et al. 2010) . Three types of current injection protocols were used for the motoneuron: 1) 165 triangular ramp I SOMA (5 nA/sec), 2) ramp I SOMA (0.7 nA/sec), and, 3) pulse I SOMA with values indicated in the 166 corresponding figures (see results). The I POOL train stimulation of RC in fig. 4 had a 250 ms pulse-width, 500 ms 167 inter-pulse duration and 10 nA pulse height. Tonic inhibition was created by setting the pre-synaptic voltage-168 dependent variables s GABA-A and s GLYCINE to constant values between 0 and 1 (see Appendix). The excitatory 169 synaptic activation in fig.6 consisted of a tonic constant dendritic current I ex = 0.4 nA. Model simulations were 170 performed using XPPAUT software (Ermentrout 2002) and MATLAB was used to plot results. Instantaneous 171 frequencies were determined using custom-written scripts in MATLAB. 172
RESULTS 173
Model αMN mimics SCI motoneuron firing 174 clockwise hysteresis, a response that contrasted a linear I-f relationship observed after acute spinal 178 transections where plateaus were also rarely observed (Bennett et al. 2001) . These changes in motoneuron 179 firing properties following chronic spinalization were reproduced in the physiologically realistic motoneuron 180 model ( fig. 1a) . Figure 1b illustrates the spike discharge during a somatic triangular ramp current (I SOMA ) 181 injection (see somatic membrane voltage, V SOMA ). Spike acceleration occurred (arrow) during the rising phase 182 of I SOMA and SSF was noted during the falling phase (see legend) (similar to fig. 2b in (Bennett et al. 2001) ). Spike 183 acceleration marks PIC activation, and persistently active PICs produce the SSF. The I-f relationship in fig. 1c  184 shows a counter-clockwise hysteresis (Bennett et al. 2001 ) and is fit with three piece-wise linear segments 185 corresponding to a primary range (slope 2.5 Hz/nA) before PIC activation, a steeper secondary range (slope 8. 2 186 Hz/nA) during PIC activation and a shallow tertiary range (slope 1.7 Hz/nA) after PICs are fully activated. The 187 sustained PIC activation giving rise to tertiary frequencies mediates the SSF frequencies to the left of the 188 dashed vertical line in fig. 1c . Steady-state analyses detailed in following section validates these results and 189 determines the threshold values for injected current I SOMA at which discharge begins (I recruitment ), PIC activates 190 (I PIC-onset ) and deactivates (I PIC-offset ) and the conditions for producing SSF. SSF exists in the I SOMA range between 191 I PIC-offset and I recruitment provided I PIC-offset < I recruitment . As further illustrated in fig. 1d , a depolarizing I SOMA evokes 192 discharge and eventually activates PICs (asterisk) and the dendritic plateau (see V DENDRITE ). The plateau sustains 193 even after I SOMA returns to zero (see V DENDRITE between dashed vertical lines). This non-inactivation of 194 plateau/PICs supports the self-sustained discharge in V SOMA . A hyperpolarizing pulse returns the somatic and 195 dendritic voltages to rest suggesting plateau/PIC deactivation (as also noted in SCI rat (Bennett et al. 2001) and 196 decerebrate cat (Hounsgaard et al. 1988 ) motoneurons). Thus, SSF produces bistability wherein stable resting 197 and firing states coexist for the same I SOMA value based on whether PICs are activated. PICs can mediate another 198 bi-stable behavior wherein two stable firing states (low and high frequencies) coexist for the same input as 199 illustrated in fig. 1e . Here, somatic current injection (left triangle) initially produced low-frequency firing. Higheroriginal lower value. Again, a subsequent hyperpolarization reset the dendrite and deactivated PICs, returning 202 discharge frequencies to their original lower values. Hence PICs mediate amplification of depolarizing inputs, in 203 turn controlling motoneuron discharge frequencies (Hultborn et al. 2003) . 204
Steady-state analyses of motoneuron firing properties 205
Steady-state analysis is useful to determine the theoretical input thresholds for the various regimes of 206 motoneuron firing namely the primary, secondary and tertiary ranges using dynamical systems methods 207 (cf.(Ermentrout and Terman 2010) ). To do so, we present the theoretical steady-state of the dendritic voltage 208 in response to somatic current injections that is experimentally intractable and has not been specifically dealt 209 with in similar previous modeling reports (Booth et al. 1997; Elbasiouny et al. 2006) , however see (Booth and 210 Rinzel 1995) . Fig. 2a shows the steady-state dendritic voltage-current relationship (black). The lower branch of 211 the steady-state curve corresponds to 'low' dendritic states without plateau/PIC activation, while the upper 212 branch corresponds to 'high' dendritic states with plateau/PICs activated. A switch from the low to high states 213 occurs during PIC activation. The steady-state dendritic spike amplitudes in the low state are demarcated by 214 upper and lower blue curves. These spikes are produced by I SOMA -induced somatic discharge in the primary 215 frequency range. Similarly, in the high state, steady-state dendritic spikes have amplitudes demarcated by 216 upper and lower orange curves. Such spikes would occur in the tertiary somatic frequency range. This steady-217 state diagram further reveals bistability underlying SSF, in which the low stable resting states and high tertiary 218 firing states co-exist between the red vertical lines. This description of model bistability corresponds well with 219 the fully bistable motoneurons described in (Lee and Heckman 1998). The following analysis provides a 220 theoretical basis for experimentally estimated current thresholds for PIC onset and offset (Lee and Heckman 221 1998) further validating the model. 222
A dendritic response to triangular ramp I SOMA is shown by the overlay (in black) on the steady-state diagram 223
(ramp begins at the green circle and ends at the yellow circle). When this response is observed in conjunctionwith the soma frequency responses ( fig. 2b) , we note that the dendritic voltage begins at an initial resting state. 225
As increasing ramp I SOMA recruits the motoneuron (i.e., somatic firing begins), dendritic spikes driven by primary 226 range somatic spikes are observed. At the end of the primary range (marked by the pink vertical line) dendritic 227 voltage begins to jump up (PIC onset) and plateau develops giving way to secondary-range soma firing. V DENDRITE 228 reaches the upper branch of the S-shaped curve marking full activation of plateau/PICs and dendritic spikes 229 corresponding to tertiary somatic frequency range are seen. As the triangular ramp I SOMA decreases, dendritic 230 spikes eventually terminate at a hyperpolarizing I SOMA value marking PIC offset. Thus, the transition of dendritic 231 voltage from a 'low' to a 'high' state during PIC-activation results in the secondary range soma firing. 232 Fig. 2b shows steady-state primary (blue) and tertiary (orange) αMN somatic frequencies corresponding to the 233 steady-state 'low' and 'high' dendritic states, respectively. The I SOMA value corresponding to the white triangle 234 marks αMN recruitment, henceforth called I recruitment . The primary frequency range continues up to an I SOMA 235 value at which PIC onset occurs (white circle intersecting with pink vertical line). This value is referred as I PIC-236 onset . In the tertiary range, deactivation of PICs is marked by the black circle and the corresponding I SOMA is 237 called I PIC-offset . SSF exists for the range of I SOMA values between I PIC-offset and I recruitment provided I PIC-offset < I recruitment . 238
Overlay of the I-f response (in black) to a triangular ramp I SOMA shows transitory secondary frequencies during 239 dendritic plateau development/PIC activation. Since PICs appear to activate in a threshold-dependent manner 240 for I SOMA > I PIC-onset , an 'all-or-none' PIC activation underlies the I-f hysteresis (Venugopal et al. 2009a; Venugopal 241 et al. 2009b) . In what follows, we examine the effect of dendritic inhibition on PIC activation/deactivation and 242
SSF. 243
Dendritic inhibition modulates PIC activation/deactivation and SSF 244 by examining changes in I PIC-onset , I PIC-offset and I recruitment . The steady-state αMN I-f curves now consist of primary 248 and tertiary frequencies before and after PIC activation respectively; the transitory secondary range is absent. 249 First, to mimic an effect of KCC2 down-regulation, we depolarized (E Cl -) from a default value of -80 mV to -50 250 mV in steps of 10. Steady-state I-f curves in fig. 3a indicate that depolarizing shifts in E Cl -considerably reduced 251 I PIC-onset and facilitated PIC activation. However, there were only nominal, non-monotonic changes in current 252 threshold for PIC offset (I PIC-offset ) and the recruitment current (I recruitment ) such that the range for SSF given by I SSF 253 Range = I recruitment -I PIC-offset was virtually unaffected. Alternatively, we tested the effect of impairment in inhibition 254 on PIC onset and SSF by varying the strength of inhibition given by the maximal inhibitory synaptic conductance 255 g max at the default E Cl -value. Fig. 3b illustrates that increases in inhibitory conductance prevented early onset of 256
PICs by producing significant increases in I PIC-onset . Starting with a default g max = 0.02 mS/cm 2 , decreases in g max 257 produced nominal changes in I PIC-offset and I SSF Range similar to those from depolarizing shifts in E Cl -noted earlier. However, increasing inhibitory conductance significantly reduced SSF due to large increases in I PIC-offset wherein 259 a 50% increase in g max completely abolished SSF. Since SCI can alter both the strength of inhibition (g max ) and E Cl -260 , we next studied the interaction of these two factors in regulating I PIC-onset and I SSF Range . In the 3-dimensional plot 261 in fig. 3c the iso-g max lines (blue) show that the efficacy of a given maximal inhibitory conductance in controlling 262 PIC onset reduces as E Cl -depolarizes. Nonetheless, the iso-E Cl -lines (red) show that increasing inhibitory 263 conductance can counter this effect by increase PIC onset threshold due to shunting. However, note that at 264
higher depolarized E Cl -value of -50mV, inhibition switches to excitation wherein increases in inhibitory 265 conductance would facilitate PIC activation (right most red line in fig. 3C ). We however note that the value of 266 E Cl -= -50mV is more depolarized than suggested by depolarizing shifts in E Cl -based on studies in neonatal rats 267 with SCI (Boulenguez et al, 2010) . Therefore, whether such E Cl-values are physiologically attained following SCI 268 and could be associated with spasticity remains speculative. The 3-dimensional plot in fig. 3d shows that SSF 269 exists and the iso-g max lines (blue) and iso-E Cl -lines (red) inset at asterisk). These somatic frequency reductions relative to the baseline αMN firing (i.e., motoneuronfiring in the absence of inhibition -see red curve in fig. 4b ) are plotted against baseline αMN frequencies in fig.  295 4c. The frequency reductions showed two peaks corresponding to primary baseline frequencies near 296 recruitment (peak 1) and secondary baseline frequencies during PIC development (peak 2); they were 297 otherwise nominal and constant (see asterisks). Thus RC inhibition was stronger in the primary range near 298 motoneuron recruitment and in the secondary range during PIC development, as in experimental results in 299 (Granit et al. 1960 ) and (Hultborn et al. 2003) respectively. 300
Analyses of the effect of inhibitory inputs on motoneuron discharge 301
How does inhibition produce amplification of frequency reductions? To address this question, we utilized the 302 steady-state αMN frequency responses to somatic current injection as described earlier, in the presence and 303 absence of tonic dendritic inhibition. Fig. 4d shows steady-state I-f curves for the primary (lower black curves) 304 and tertiary (upper black curves) frequencies with (solid) and without (dashed) inhibition. The corresponding 305 I recruitment (white triangles), I PIC-onset (white circles) and I PIC-offset (black circles) values are marked. Inhibition 306 increases the αMN recruitment and PIC onset thresholds (compare white triangles and white circles with and 307 without inhibition). The frequency responses to somatic ramp current during pulsatile RC inhibition (blue curve) 308 and the baseline frequencies with no inhibition (red curve) illustrated in fig. 4b are also overlaid on the steady-309 state frequency curves. Near recruitment between the two white triangles, the αMN is toggling between a 310 firing state while RC inhibition is off and a sub-threshold resting state (zero frequency) during pulsatile RC 311 inhibition. The emergent frequency reductions underlie peak-1 in fig. 4c . As I SOMA increases beyond baseline I PIC-312 onset (left white circle), PICs are recruited and secondary range αMN frequencies are initiated (upswing in red 313 curve). These frequencies eventually approach the baseline tertiary frequencies (upper dashed curve). 314 However, with pulsatile RC inhibition (blue curve), appearance of secondary frequencies is delayed since the 315 amplified I RC shunts PICs as they are recruited. The emergent frequency reductions during this delay (between 316 upswing of red and blue curves) underlie peak-2 in fig. 4c . Increasing I SOMA nonetheless produces incrementalPIC recruitment in between the pulsatile RC inhibition, that eventually fully activates and results in the tertiary 318 range of αMN discharge. 319
GABAergic inhibition exerts greater control on PICs than glycinergic inhibition 320
GABA A and glycinergic post-synaptic potentials and receptors on motoneurons show differential plasticity after 321 SCI that is sensitive to loss of brainstem-derived 5-HT (Sadlaoud et al. 2010) . Moreover, GABA A inhibition shows 322 greater efficacy than glycine in the control of motoneuron firing as reported for brainstem 323 motoneurons (Russier et al. 2002 ). Therefore, we tested the hypothesis that GABA A inhibition exerts greater 324 control on PICs than glycine. The network construct consisted of a self-inhibitory αMN-RC circuit wherein RC 325 inhibition varied in proportion to motor activity, as expected under normal physiological conditions. The 326 schematic of this circuit is shown in fig. 5a . The inset shows an IPSP produced in the αMN by a single RC spike 327 (cf., (Hamm et al. 1987; McCurdy and Hamm 1994; Van Keulen 1981) . We specifically tested the selective 328 influence of GABA A and glycinergic inputs on PIC onset that leads to I-f hysteresis and SSF. In fig. 5b , the I-f 329 response to a triangular ramp I SOMA shows hysteresis in the absence of recurrent inhibition (black trace). The 330 hysteresis is absent when both GABAergic and glycinergic components of recurrent inhibition are present, 331 suggesting a lack of PIC activation (grey trace). Selective removal of GABAergic inhibition allowed PIC activation 332 although with a delay (blue trace). In contrast, the I-f hysteresis/PIC activation was suppressed following 333 selective removal of glycinergic inhibition alone. The mechanism of differential control of PIC activation by 334 GABA A and glycine currents is illustrated in fig. 5c . An I SOMA pulse is injected under control conditions (with both 335 glycine and GABA A inhibitory currents present-grey traces) or with selective elimination of GABA A (blue) or 336 glycine (red) currents. V SOMA traces show PIC activation resulting in SSF with removal of GABAergic currents. 337 GABA A currents produced greater average inhibition compared to glycine as shown by the dashed lines on I RC 338 traces under the three conditions. The slower decay rate of GABA A currents (see inset) helped maintain a 339 greater average inhibition during ongoing firing of RC and prevented PIC activation. To compare the effect ofremoval of GABA A currents versus glycine on I PIC-onset , we injected a higher maximal I SOMA (ramp up to 35 nA) and 341 examined the I-f responses ( fig. 5d) . Removal of GABA A currents reduced the I PIC-onset considerably more than 342 removal of glycinergic inputs. Furthermore, selective down-regulation of GABA A currents produced greater 343 reductions in I PIC-onset than similar decreases in glycinergic currents ( fig. 5e ). Alternatively, a two times increase 344 in the strength of GABA A conductance terminated the PIC-mediated SSF induced by a constant dendritic 345 excitation while a similar increase in glycinergic conductance failed to terminate the plateau and SSF (see fig.  346 6). These results demonstrate the benefit of enhancing GABA A conductance in controlling motoneuron 347
hyperexcitability. 348
To illustrate the importance of decay kinetics of inhibition that produced relatively greater efficacy of GABA A 349 inhibition we maintained a tonic firing rate (∼100 Hz) of the inhibitory neuron, independent of motoneuron 350 firing. For a given maximal inhibitory conductance (g max ), the decay time constant (τ decay ) was set to 50 ms and 351 14 ms to simulate GABAergic and glycinergic decay kinetics respectively. The threshold I SOMA required to 352 activate dendritic PICs (i.e., I PIC-onset ) was determined for various conductance values. The percent increase in I PIC-353 onset values with the different strengths of inhibition with respect to no inhibition was computed as shown in fig.  354 7. We note that the percent increase in I PIC-onset required to activate PICs was greater for GABA A Our results demonstrate the dependence of PIC activation on the strength and decay kinetics of dendritic 360 inhibition, suggesting that modulation of these factors could restore inhibitory regulation of PICs following SCI. 361
Consistent with the recent evidence for increased motoneuron excitability due to depolarizing shifts in the Cl -362 reversal potential (Boulenguez et al. 2010 ), we noted that depolarized E Cl -also weakened the ability ofdendritic inhibition to control PIC activation. However, increasing the inhibitory conductance produced a 364 compensatory effect for moderate E Cl -depolarization. Although depolarized E Cl -can impart excitatory actions to 365 GABA A /glycine synapses, this action depends on the separation of the locations of the synapses and excitatory 366 current (Jean-Xavier et al., 2007; Boulenguez et al. 2010) . Provided that GABA A /glycine synapses spatially 367 overlap with PIC channels, inhibitory synaptic conductance continues to exert control over PIC activation and 368
inactivation following E Cl -depolarization. Moreover, the strength of this inhibitory effect was proportional to 369 the decay time constant of inhibitory inputs. In particular, a slower decay time constant resulted in greater 370 average inhibition and enhanced the shunting effect of inhibition. Furthermore, increases in maximal inhibitory 371 conductance augmented this effect of the decay time constant. 372
We utilized and analyzed realistic recurrent αMN inhibition as a model system to investigate the role of 373 dendritic inhibition in PIC control. Results of simulating recurrent inhibition were consistent with previous 374 physiological studies, and model analyses provided further insight into recurrent inhibitory control of 375 motoneuron discharge. Within the primary range of αMN discharge frequencies, recurrent inhibition is most 376 effective in controlling recruitment. Following recruitment and with increasing excitation, recurrent inhibition 377 produces only nominal reductions in firing frequencies, consistent with assessments based on effective synaptic 378 current (Lindsay and Binder 1991) . This predominant effect on motoneuron recruitment could limit neuronal 379 activity to the most strongly activated motor pools by shutting off weakly activated synergists during co-380 activation of multiple motoneuron pools (cf. (Brooks and Wilson 1958) ). In the secondary range during PIC 381 activation, PIC-mediated amplification of RC currents and RC-induced αMN frequency reductions were 382 observed (also see (Bui et al. 2008b; Hultborn et al. 2003) ). The increased driving force of inhibition produced by 383 depolarizing PICs (Bui et al. 2008b ) further delayed frequency transitions into the secondary range thatcase where the PICs are activated at or below the threshold of discharge and the motoneurons do not show a 388 primary range, as observed by (Bennett et al. 1998; Lee and Heckman 1998) , presence of ongoing inhibitory 389 drive such as a recurrent inhibition early during recruitment would tend to delay PIC activation. It would 390 introduce a regime of lower firing frequencies corresponding to the primary range and in turn allow a more 391 graded PIC activation. This can be seen in Fig 4d (blue trace versus red trace) . With respect to the steady-state 392 diagrams shown in Fig. 2 , the lack of a primary range implies that there are no stable frequencies (as shown by 393 blue circles) near the lower branch of the S-shaped curve. Introducing tonic inhibition could uncover such 394 stable primary range frequencies, depending on the balance of synaptic excitation and inhibition received by 395 the motoneuron. 396
An important limitation of our model is its representation of the motoneuron pool with one model motoneuron 397 and the Renshaw cell pool with one single-compartment interneuron. Due to this simple model design, 398 replication of asynchronous input to either motoneuron or Renshaw cell was not attempted. However, within 399 the constraints of this model, we simulate conditions that are suitably realistic with regard to strength of input 400 between motoneuron and Renshaw cell. Accordingly, synaptic strengths and neuron characteristics were set to 401 match parameters for Renshaw responsiveness and recurrent inhibitory conductance of the cited published 402 studies (e.g., (Dourado and Sargent 2002; Maltenfort et al. 2004; Ross et al. 1976) ). Under these conditions, 403 each motoneuron spike produced at most 2 Renshaw spikes as in Figure 5 , rather than the high-frequency burst 404 associated with antidromic motor volleys in classic studies of Renshaw cells. At these rates, inhibitory synaptic 405 current in the motoneuron from the Renshaw cell (Fig. 5C ) is small and consistent with the study by assumed to be similar in both compartments (values are similar to (Booth et al. 1997) The dendritic ionic currents are: 756 
